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Let x t, . . ..x. be elements of a finite abelian group G, having respective orders k,, . . ..k. such 
that (x, - 1)(x2 - 1) ... (x,- I) = 0 in Z(G), where n > 1. We prove that min kj s n - I with equality 
possible if only if n - I is prime. If all ki are equal, and not divisible by the cube of a prime, we 
prove rtkk,(i + iirj where r is the ieast prime dividing k,. .*’ we aiso estabiish an inequaiity 
concerning coverings of a set by subsets. 
Robinson (31 has studied the following equation: 
(x, - I)(xz- I) **a (x, - 1) = 0 
where the xi are elements of a finite abelian group G and the equation holds in the 
group ring Z(G) of G over the integers. 
A k-fold filing of n-dimensional Euclidean space by a family of cubes is a collec- 
tion of congruent cubes in n-dimensional space such that (1) all cubes are parallel to 
the coordinate axes, (2) any point lies in only a finite number of the cubes, and (3) 
any point not on the boundary of any cube lies in exactly k cubes. Robinson 
answered the question, when does a k-fold lattice tiling of n-dimensional space exist, 
in which no two cubes have a common face. Hajos [l] had earlier proved a famous 
conjecture of Minkowski by similar methods. 
Evidently if any xi= 1, the equation above holds. If G has a subgroup Z2 x Zz and 
if x1,x2,x3 are the three distinct elements of order two in the subgroup, the equation 
holds. Robinson raised the question [4] how large can the least of the orders of the xi 
be? We will denote this quantity, the maximum over all choices of G, x1, . . . ,x,, of 
the minimum of the orders of the xi, as k(n). In response to his question, several 
authors: Alfred Hales of UCLA, ourselves, Sidney C. Garrison, Martin R. Pettet, 
Stephen M. Gagola of Texas A & M, Masao Kiyota and Kazumasa Nomura of the 
University of Tokyo, Geoffrey R. Robinson of England proved that k(n)<n. Here 
we will prove a stronger result and obtain partial results on the case in which all xi 
have the same order. Robinson has conjectured [5] that k(n) is always equal to the 
largest prime less than n. It follows from a construction of his [3] that k(n) is always 
at least this large. Namely in Z,x Z, we may take the elements xl, . . ..x.,+, to be 
(1,1),(&l),..., (0,l) and (l,O). This equation will then hold (it is easiest o see this 
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using Theorem 1, part (3) below). Robinson has generalized this construction to 
all integers [6]. First, in ZpmxZpm we have the solution with n =p”‘+pm-’ 
where xl, . . . ,xpm are (1,1),(2,1) ,..., (pm, 1) and Xpm+t ,..., Xpm+,,m-l are 
(l,P),(l,2P),...* (1, p”), all of order pm. We extend this solution to other values of n 
by a direct product construction. If G,x,, . . . . x, is a solution and H, yI, . . . . _vr is a 
solution then in G x H the set of all products X;_Yj will form a solution. This gives a 
soiution for any integers such that each xi has order s and 
n=sl-j l+J- . 
PIJ ( > P 
Robinson also introduces several other constructions in [3], which we will not need. 
He proved that his conjecture is valid for no 5 (we extend this here to n~9). He 
also raised some other questions, for example, a solution is called primitive if no Xi 
can be deleted. Can a proper homomorphic image of a primitive solution be 
primitive? 
A character on G will refer to a multiplicative homomorphism from G into the 
nonzero compiex numbers. A subgroup N of G wiii be caiied cocyciic if and oniy if 
G/N is cyclic. 
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent: 
(1) (x,-1)(x2- 1)*.*(x,- l)=O, 
(2) for any character x, there exists i such that x(xi) = 1, 
(3) any cocyclic subgroup of G contains some xi. 
Proof. Every character on G has a unique extension to a ring homomorphism 
Z(G) into the complex numbers. 
The equation (xl - i j(xz - i j ..+ (x, - i j = 0 hoids if and oniy if 
x((x*-l)*~~(x,-1))=o 
for every character x if and only if for every x, 
x(x,- 1)x(x2- 1)*.*x(x,- l)=O, 
from 
if and only if for every x, there exists i such that x(Xi- 1) = 0, if and only if for every 
x, there exists i such that x(xJ = 1. Thus (1) is equivalent o (2). 
To every character x we associate the cocyclic subgroup which is the kernel of x. 
For any cocyclic subgroup N, we can find a character whose kernel is N. Namely 
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group G/N into the multiplicative group of roots of unit of order 1 G/NI. And Xi will 
belong to the kernel of x if and only if x(x,,) = 1. This establishes the equivalence of 
(2) and (3). This completes the proof. 
Part of the following result is due to Robinson [3], and the other solvers of 
Robinson’s problem established results which are more or less equivalent o it. 
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Lemma 2. Let G be a finite abelian group and H be a subgroup of G. Let G, denote 
the p Sylow subgroup of G and let H,, denote G,n H. 
(1) H is cocyclic in G if and on& sf H,, is cocyclic in GP for every prime p dividing 
IGI- 
(2) H is minimal cocyclic in G if and only if HP is minimal cocyclic in G, for each 
prime p dividing ) G 1. 
I_. __ 1 . ^--- 
(3) 11 G IS a p-group, li is cocyciic in G Q”and oniy if’the quotient oj ti@;c;, by 
the image of H@ Z, is cyclic. 
(4) If G is a p-group a cocyclic subgroup H is minimal cocyclic in G if and only if 
the mapping H@ Z, to G@ Z, is a monomorphism with cokernel Z,. 
(5) Every cocyclic subgroup of G is pure and is therefore a direct summand. 
(6) If G is isomorphic to (Z,)s then H is minimal cocyclic in G if and only ifit is 
isomorphic to (Z,)‘- I. 
Proof. Statements (l), (2) follow from G/H being the direct product of G/H,. 
Statement (3) follows from the right exactness of tensor product, i.e. 
is exact. Thus G/H@ Z, is isomorphic to GO Z, / image(H@ Z,). Thus one is cyclic 
if and only if the other is. And G/H@ Z, is cyclic if and only if G/H is. Suppose G is 
a p-group and H is cocyclic but HQ Z, +G@Z, is not a monomorphism. Let 
hr, . . . . h,E H be elements whose images form a basis for the image of HO Z,. Let 
H1 be the subgroup generated by h,,...,h,. Then Hl@Zp+G@Z, is a 
monomorphism with cocyclic cokernel. Thus H, is not equal to H and H, is 
cocyclic. So H was not minimal. This proves that minimality of H implies that the 
mapping HO Zp+G@ Z, is a monomorphism. Conversely suppose H is cocyclic, G 
is a p_gro.~p, ar,d ii~jz,iG~iz, is a monomorphism \iiith cokernel z,. 1~ II ~~ _ II rfl were 
a proper subgroup of H which is cocyclic in G then the mapping H,@ Z,-+ H@ Z, is 
not an epimorphism since its cokernel, H/H,@ Z,, is not zero. Thus image H,@ Z, 
in GO Z, must have smaller vector space dimension than image H@Z,. Thus 
G /image H,@ Z, cannot be cyclic, since its vector space dimension is at least 2. 
This proves (3). 
A subgroup H is pure if and only if it is a direct summand Schenkman [6, p. 621. 
It is a direct summand if and only if HP is a direct summand of GP for each prime p 
dividing 1 G / . Thus we may in proving (5) restrict attention to the case in which G is 
a p-group. Then a subgroup H will be pure if and only if pH=pGn H. But this is 
~“..:..n,~..+ l ,. +l.a ,.,...A:+:-.. UaI -OfiI * ^ _^ ^^_^__ Lf”_ -I-1-_, ~~U’“cuSU’ I” LUF C”LLUlLl”Ll nyLp- uy~~ iS a IIIUIIUIIIUI~~II~III. SO a muumal 
cocyclic subgroup is pure, and is a direct summand. 
By the preceding results it will suffice in proving the last assertion to deal with the 
case in which G is a p-group. Let G be (ZPU)$ and let H be a minimal cocyclic 
subgroup. Then H is a direct summand, so it is (Z,,)“’ for some w. Since H is 
cocyclic and H# G, we must have w = s - 1. 
Next suppose G is (Z,U)S and H is isomorphic to (Z,,y)S-l, we must show H is 
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minimal cocyclic. Since H, G are both free modules over the ring ZPs, H is a direct 
summand of G. By uniqueness of‘direct sum decompositions, G/H must be (Z,). 
This means that H@Z,-+G@Z, will be a monomorphism with kernel Z,. Thus the 
conditions in parts (3) and (4) of the lemma hold. Thus H is a minimal cocyclic 
subgroup of G. This completes the proof, 
xx,_ -_-_._ _-- -_-_ _l_____r__:__rf__ _,? _.._ #_,-I_ .:A.._.:__ m-L_ A.._1 n* _c - WC pruve u11r IIlUrr cnaraccrrlzmon or our DdSlC SlLUdllOU. 111e UUiil cr or a 
group G is the group of characters on G. 
Definition. A group G has property R(k,, . . . , k,) if G contains elements xl, . . . ,x,, of 
orders k t, . . . , k,, respectively, such that for every character ,I, there is an i, 1 c is n, 
such that A(xi)= 1. 
Theorem 3. A group G hasproperty R(k,, . . . . k,) if and only if there exist cocyclic 
subgroups H,, . . . , H,, of the dual G* of G, having respective indexes k,, . . . , k,, such 
that G * = u:=, Hi. 
Proof. Ifx,, . . . . x,existletHi={I:L(xJ=l}.ThenUH~=G*.And IHi/=lG/Cil= 
(GJ /ki where Ci is the cyclic subgroup generated by xi. 
Conversely if H, , . . . , H,, exist then let Ci be the subgroup {x: A(X) = 1 for all 
n~Hi). Then by duality [2, p. 1961, Ci=G*/Hi, SO Ci is cyclic. Let Xi be any 
generator of Ci. The order (Ci( of xi is the index of Hi. Let 1 be any character. Then 
since U Hi= G*, L E Hi for some i. Thus if XE Ci, A(X) = 1. Thus E.(Xi) = 1. This 
proves the theorem. 
We will next present our result in the general case. 
Theorem 4. Let (x1- l)...(x,- l)=O for elements x,,...,x, of a finite abelian 
group G. Let xi have order ki, and assume that the Xi are arranged SO that k, I 
kts ..a 5 k,. Then ifk,> 1, 
Moreover k, in - 1 where equality can hold if and on/y if n - 1 is prime. 
Proof. We use the preceding theorem. Let St, . . . , S, be cocyclic subgroups of G* 
lwhirh ic icnmnmhir tn Cl havino inA,vt=c .k. k \~~..‘_.. .I .““...“.Y..._ ad whnct= rlninn ic C We L” v ,, 11.. . . . . b ..S...,,.W” ,.,, . . . ,,.n, . . ..I I... _Y_ -..._.. -1 _. 
have the general formula 
To see this, consider an element contained in r> 0 sets. Its contribution to the right- 
hand side will be r- (r- 1) or r according as it does, or does not belong to St. Its 
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contribution to the left-hand side is 1. Equality holds if and only if no terms r occur 
for r> I, i.e. when i, i, j are distinct, SiiiSjCCs,. 
Now IS, n $1 B ) G/ /k,k; by the isomorphism 
Si SlSi 
-=-* 
SInSi SI 
Equality holds if and only if SiSi= G. If we divide both sides of the inequality above 
by ICI we have 
so for k,> 1, 
Here the conditions for equality are (1) St Si = G for all i> 1, and (2) Sift SjC St, for 
all 1 <i<j. From the last inequality, it is immediate that k, I; k2rn- 1. If equality 
holds then all ki must equal n - 1, in addition to the conditions SiSi= G* and 
SJl SjC SI. By the isomorphism 
si SiSl -=- 
c-m ” 
3il 131 31 
we have that ISinSi) = IGl/(n- 1)2 for all i> 1. But ISinSjl z IGl/(n- 1)2 for all 
i#j by a similar isomorphism. Yet SinSjCStn Si. So SinSi= SinSi for all i, j. 
Thus SinSi =SIftS2= S2nS, for all i> 2. Thus all intersections SJlSj for i#j, co- 
incide. If we take the quotient of G* by St n S2 the indices ki will not change, and we 
will still have SrSi= G*, /J:=, Si= G*, and all Si are cocyclic. But now in addition 
Sin Sj= (0) for all i# j. Thus for i> 1, G* is the direct sum St@Si. Therefore Si for 
each i must be a cyclic subgroup of order n - 1. Therefore also G* is Z, _ I x Z,_ I. 
Since U Si= G, the Si must include every cyclic subgroup of order n - 1 of G*. But 
the number of cyclic subgroups of order n - 1 of Z, _ , x Z, _ , is 
(n-l) n I+$ . 
p!n-l ( > 
Unless n - 1 =p, this quantity exceeds n, which would be a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
Although Robinson’s stronger conjecture that k(n)=largest prime less than n is 
very plausible, there seem to be a host of difficulties which will probably make it 
impossible to prove at present. Some of these are as follows: 
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(1) Deaf with the case where each k; is pa and G has at least 3 cyclic factors. 
(2) Deal with the case G is not ap-group. 
(3) Deal with the case where the Xi have varying orders. 
(4) Prove that there is always at least one prime between m2 and (m + 1)‘. 
In particular the last of these is a famous unsolved problem of number theory, 
which arises in this setting because most approaches to the problem, if they worked, 
could yield an inequality like 
CL>- P+l 
kt- P 
where p is a prime dividing a number rk, and is not the largest divisor, unless k(n) is 
prime and p = k(n). Thus p2s k, for k(n) composite, and n/k1 ;r I + l/p, 
n n 
k,r---- ~ 
I+ I/P5 I+ l/6?’ 
But if a prime exists between iji + i iv%) and n then k(n) must be at ieast this prime 
by a construction of Robinson. This would give a contradiction to k(n) composite. 
And the existence of a prime between n/(1 + l/h) and n is closely related to the 
existence of one between (m + 1)2 and m2 for m = fi. 
The third difficulty is combinatorial, but seems at least as hard as the first two. So 
here we will only consider (1), (2) that is, the case where all ktare equal. We will deal 
with (1) in the case al 2 and (2) in a similar case. The combinatorial problems for p3 
and higher seem quite hard. 
Theorem 5. Suppose all Xi have the same order pa where p is prime, and a _( 2, then 
n 1 
c _,EC. i=r kt- p 
Moreover equality can hold. 
Proof. This statement is equivalent to saying that nrp“-‘(p+ 1). Suppose 
ncp’-‘(p+l). Let Ht be the subgroup of G generated by x],...,x,,. Write 
HI = (ZJcx (Z&‘. Let Gt be a group containing Hi in which all factors Z,, are 
replaced by Zpz, if a = 2. If a = 1 let G, =H. Assume that the number c of factors in 
Ht is a minimum. Suppose first that there are at least 3 factors. The number of 
1..-1:1 . . ..I....--..-r :, II 13 :.- -2 A . 1 1 . .a- I, ” L 1,. . CA *,,a es”” +-:nrl en al‘mmnnt v 
LycllL >u”@“Up 111 (a&.), 13 p ry T 1 /y \y 7 ‘1, II. d” wc. Ccl&l ll.lU c4.l GacI‘IcIIL 4 
in H such that mod p, z is not in the same cyclic subgroup as any Xi. Let N be the 
cyclic subgroup generated by t. Then in G,/N all Xi still have order p@. Also all 
cocyclic subgroups of G/N contain an xi. Thus c the number of factors was not a 
minimum. 
So there are at most two factors. In Z,+ x Z, all cyclic subgroups of order p” are 
cocyclic. So each one contains an Xi. No two have an element of order p” in 
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common. So the number of x” is at least equal to the number of cyclic subgroups of 
order pa. This number is equal to pa-‘(p+ 1). This is a contradiction. Equality 
follows from Robinson’s previously mentioned construction. This completes the 
proof. 
Let .Y be a family of subsets of a set S. The problem of finding a subcollection 
V C .F whose union is S, having the least number of sets, occurs very frequently in 
combinatorial set theory and operations research. However there is no general 
method for solving it, in fact similar problems to this are NP-complete. In the 
present situation, suppose all Xi have the same order and the order of the group is 
divisible by more than one prime. Then we have a covering problem where S is a 
product St x Sz and I is the set of corresponding products. 
Theorem 6. Let S = S, x S2, 3 = {A E B: A E 3,) B E &}. Suppose no element of .Y, 
has more than w elements and that no subset of Y2 having less than e members can 
cover S2. Then no subset of J having less than 
W 
members can cover S. 
Proof. Suppose F* is a subset of F which covers S. For sI E St, let N(s,) denote the 
number of subsets of F* that intersect sI x Sz nontrivially. Then clearly A+,) 2 e, 
and so 
On the other hand, each element of F* intersects at most w of the sI E Sz, so 
c Ms,)~wlF*l, 
SlESI 
which gives the desired result. 
The matrix product 
[y p a] [A 8 ;] [p p a] 
where 1 St 1 = 3, e = w = 2 shows that this bound is exact in some nontrivial cases. 
Theorem 7. Suppose all the Xi have order k where k is not divisible by the cube of a 
prime, and that r is the least prime dividing k. Then n L k( 1 + 1 /r). 
Proof. We apply the preceding theorem. Let S be G*, let S2 be a Sylow r-subgroup 
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of G* and let St be the product of the other Sylow subgroups of G*. Let .& be the 
family of cocyclic subgroups of Si of index the greatest common divisor (k, I&j). 
Every cocyclic subgroup of St x S2 will be a product of a cocyclic subgroup of S, and 
a cocyclic subgroup of S2. Thus .3 is the family of cocyclic subgroups of S having 
index k. By Theorem 5, if (k, J&l) = r”, it requires P(1 + 1 /r) cocyclic subgroups of 
S2 of index r” to cover S2. Thus by Theorem 6, it requires at least 
IS,(r”(l+ I/r) 
ISll(kSd 
=r”(k,S,)(l+ l/r)=k(l + I/r) 
members of 3 to cover S. This completes the proof. 
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